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mortifying thought, that we are every
day departing from our happiness:
but if they are fixed above, it is a joy
to think that we are every day drawing
nearer to the object of our highest
wishes.” Dr. Franklin’s idea is per
haps as beautiful as the foregoing:—
441 look upon death,” says he, “to be
necessary to our constitutions as .sleep.
We shall rise refreshed in the morn
ing?’ A man of true wisdom is conscious
of his inability to see into futurity : he
knows that things to come are, for wise
reasons hid from him ; and to enjoy
life with cheerfulness and innocence,
he wisely looks upon every day of
health and ease as so much real gain,
amidst the unavoidable calamities
which are, of themselves, but too many.
The ancient philosophers were of opin
ion, that virtue was the summum bonum
of man ; and this has 4 been adopted by
Pope

NO. 20.
«ms

breeze, without a wetted sail, but | of their Comrades, prevented them from their minds and genius, wherein they
we ! the anger of heaven has found I providing for their safety. We fasten could learn the art of a mechanic. lit
us for on us the thick tempest beats, ed the cabin door, and barricaded the this respect much judgment ought to
JAMES K. REM1CH,
and the evil one is pursuing us to des gangway, keeping watch with pistol be exercised, that a wrong turn be not
truction. O, thou eternal villain I— and sword, with the hope of seeing given to the mind, but that a due re
South Second^
captain, shall I call thee no more ! and some friendly shore, or a compassion gard be had to the natural bent of ge
iswered byretun
The following beautiful illustration of life,
M. DAVfl is from the celebrated Bishop Heber’s fare
you 1—you fifteen wretches, who shar-1 ate sail, while the vessel urged onward nius» To thwart this, is to destroy the
well Sermon, delivered upon the eve of his
ed with him in his crime, make you by a strong wind, scudded with super pride and ambition, from which results
departure for India, to his parishioners at
ready for that storm which will neither natural swiftness through the midnight disaffection and often ruin. Whatever
Hodnet,
in
England.
»ENDU
leave you nor forsake you, till you are waters. We had entered the Solway the feelings of a parent may be for his
44 Life bears us on like the stream of
ie Gentlemen oij
buried in the ocean.” At the very mo sea, when the storm augmenting every child, his own experience will teach
J vicinity, that a mighty river. Our boat, at first,
ment when ruin.seetmd inevitable, the moment, carried us rapidly along, and him the propriety of his son’s having a
iccupied by Mr>
glides gently down the narrow channel
ys on the
tempest ceased, the clouds passed away, when opposite Allanbay, a whirlwind calling that enables him to support not
through the playful murmurings of the
and the descending sun shone brightly seizing our ship by the rigging, whirled only himself but perhaps a family.
little' brook, and the windings of the
down, making the shoreless waters her fairly round, and down she went I have seen the young man born to an
grassy
border. The trees shed their
able manner, fl!
sparkle as far as the eye could reach. head foremost. Even in this moment affluent fortune, who was early appren
ith their custom I blossoms dver our young heads ; the
No bounds were now set to the joy of of extreme peril, I shall never forget ticed to a respectable and scientific
ity and his en® flowers on the brink seem to offer them
the crew ; they crowded on deck, made i the figure that couched among the slain, ¡mechanic to learn what is generally
selves to our young hands ; we are
11,1827.
a circle around s»verM jcosels of Wine started to its feet before me, ie health; ' ?r'«ed a trade* Although there was
happy in hope, and we grasp eagerly at
and baskets of biscuit,"; fid before the and unhurt. There is a fate in all nd apparent need oï such a stepj as the
EACHER, for U the beauties around us ; but the stream
twilight had pa sed away, a few only things : it was that fiend in human father was an independent man ; still
and ready M
hurries us on, and still our hands are
werfe capable o: guiding the vessel, the form, whom I slew that night. Re the old gentleman conceived that it was
iziNE, for Sepia empty.
night grew dark, and as I sat in utter venge is sweetest when it comes unhop necessary, and often made the observa
despair, I heard the same friendly ed for, as we sank, a passing vessel' tion, “that he who has a trade, has an
^MICH’S BooksJ 4‘ Our course in youth and manhood
is along a wider and deeper flood, and Know then this truth, enough for jran to voice, that I had so lately heareffsay, saved my pretty May Col vine, her estate.’* The young man duly, served
, 1827.
amid objects more striking and mag- Virtue know,
44 Miles'Colvine, put your trust in Him, murdered mother’s image, and her his time, and became a complete mas-1
alone is happiness below.”
nificent. We are animated by the mowho can still the tempest, thq,hour is wretched father’s love, and saved too ter of his trade, and this son had the
It
is
its
own
reward
inthis
life,
by
ÄSssöta m i
vino* picture
nichirp of
nF pninvmpnf
and industry
indtisirv
ving
enjoyment and
the tranquillity of mind and the gener come.” In a moment the wicket opened, the heroic sailor; while the drunken happiness to contribute to the ease and
which passes before us, we are excited al esteem which are annexed to it. and the same voice said, 44 take this wretches went to the bottom without support of his truly respectable parent
V convenientStaf by some short-lived success, or depresssword, and come with me, if you have the chance of swimming for an exist in his old age—(who had lost thro*
¡cfinWdK^ f ed
Tendered miserable by some God hath blessed the ways of the vir
"misfortune his immense property,) and
tuous from the beginning, and he will courage to avenge the miseries and ence they deserved not to prolong.
•ms apply to short-lived disappointment. But our
while performing this pleasing, sacred
assuredly not desert from his prom the ejeath of your beautiful and wretched
s, or Mr. Samndl energy and our dependence are both
duty, his talents and industry raised
ises :—
wife, come, for the hour is at hand ; &
From
the
Boston
Patriot.
’WNV AQ wmi vfdn. The stream bears us on, & our “ Full on his promis’d mercy I rely,
him to an enviable situation in life.
as sure as I hate sin, and Ibve immortal
* ° J joys & ourgriefsalike are left behind us; For God hath spoken, God, who cannot lie.” happiness I shall help you?’ 1 took the
Troy Budget.
A
CALL
ON
THE
PRESIDENT.
.
And, says the learned Dr. Young, sword, and followed him in silerjce, and
we may be shipwrecked, but we cannot
,f
His
equal
mind
I
copy
what
I
can,
anchor ; our voyage may be hastened both the ancients and moderns, in seek coming on deck, I beheld a scene which And as I love would imitate the man.”
A CALEDONIAN RESPONSE.
but it cannot be delayed ; whether ing the summum bonum, have been un the hope of sure and immediate re-,
The Rev. Ralph Erskine one of the
It is not by-single actions, nor yet by
rough or smooth, the river hastens to successful. It was not discovered by venge rendered inexpressibly sweet. a serie|gjf Splendid actions on great first of the seceders from the kirk of
wards its home, till the roaring of the man, but revealed from heaven at last, The captain and five sailors, though occasiowLpthat men exhibit in all classes, Scotland, on a certain occasion paid a
ocean is in our ears, and the tossing of
nearly overcome with wine, were seat their true character. They are best visit to his brother Ebenezer.' “Ye
his waves is beneath our keel, and the
ed on deck, the remainder of the crew known by their common deportment, come in a gude time, man; I ha’e
lands lessen from our eyes, and the
were retired below—some shouted, when free from the disguise and artifice an examination to-day, and ye maun
FROM THE PHILADELPHIA SOUVENIR.
floods are lifted up around us, and the
some sang, all blasphemed, and one which they are. likely to assume with tak’ it, as I ha’e matters of life and
noted ITCH lcart^ ^oses sight of us, and we take our
loud din of cursing and carousal echoed- objects of ambition in immediate view. death to settle at Perth?’ 44 Wi’ a’ my
■jm&ss Colvins,
nch has stood t^ast leave
hs inhabitants, and of our
far and wide* the mingled clamor- that
Although living in the vicipity of heart,” quoth Ralph. 44 Now tny
[
concluded
.]
ointment, the pt further voyage there is no witness but
ascended from this scene of wickedness President Adams’ residence, 1 have had, brother,” said Ebénezer, “ yell find a’
educed from 50.6the Infinite and eternal.
The evening passed away and the and debauchery, partook of all the evil little opportunity to know his character, my folk easy to examine but ane, and
“ And do we still take st) much anx- morning came and through a little wick qualities of debased minds, and the but from public fame, previous to his him I reckon ye had better no meddle
?
jra’/r , ?ous diought for the future days, when et, that looked upon the sea, the light most infamous pursuits, and cannot be
wi’. He has our auld-fashion, Scotch
/ S’ JíiwWqEé flays which .are gone by have so showed me that my chamber was the described.—Discord had its full share, election to the office he now sustains.: way of answering a question, by putSince
his
election,
and
a
short
time
af

e Pills have been?strange|y anc| uniformly deceived us ? treasure room of the pirates, for such between the captain and his confeder
ter the decease of his venerated father, ing another, and may be he’ll affront
oLt?J]’onsayi'^'an
so set our hearts on the they were, as well as smugglers,—at ates ; they were debating about their an occasion led me to call upon him ye.” 44 Affront me,” quoth the indig
ebe My cc^ereatures of God, when we find, by sad the same moment a hole opened above, shares in the plunder of my house. whilst on a visit at Quincy. My busi nant theologian—44 do you think he can
f their many virt®experience, that the Creator only is and a piece of bread and an antique “ Share ! by my §aul man,” said the
ness was to intercede with the Presi foil me wi’ my ain tools ?” “ Aweel,”
□stly esteemedfcf
.manent ? Or Shalt we nofc rather silver cup, filled with wine were lower
Scottish sailor to the captain, “ your dent for the pardon of a citizen convict said his brother,44 Ise gie ye fair warn
5 necessaryMtelay aside every weight and every sm ed down.'—Amid the misery of my situ share in Miles Colvine’s pure gold, can ed of a capital crime. I called at the in’; ye had better no ca’ him up.”
remedy in art which does most easily beset us, and ation it Seemed but a light evil that I be but small—one hour of his sweet la late mansion of his father early in the The recusant was one Walter Simpson,
sad, stomachrf,think of ourselves henceforth as way- recognized the silver vessel to be part dy, one hundred leagues from land, was morning, anticipating that an approach the Vulcan of the parish. The gifted
-thev ardeUkmÍalang persons only, who have noabid- of the treasure I had left at home, and
wforth all the gold that ever shone.” to the President of the United States Ralph, indignant to the last degree at
ctious diseases,sing inheritance but in the hope of a in seeking for a weapon to force the 44 1 shall share all fairly,” said the cap must be attended with much formality, tfie bare idea of such an illiterate
■y kind by dissofoetter world, and to whom even that wicket, I found that my whole treasure, tain, laying his hand on the hilt of his and that probably an interview could clown chopping divinity with him, de
orbid matter, Wwor]¿[ W0lfld be worse than hopeless^ in gold as well as silver, had been seiz
cutlass, “ and first I shall share thy not be had without considerable delay. termined to gravel him at once with a
3its.St They aSdf it. were not for our Lord Jesus Christ, ed and put on board. I could now
scoundrel carcase among the fishes of I was entirely disappointed. At the grand leading, unanswerable question-,,onsand hours,Hand the interest which we haveobtain- measure theextent of my calamity and the sea, if I hear such a word again. first knock at the door, came a youth, I. Accordingly, after putting a variety of
summer or winte^d ¡n ^¡5 mercies ?”
prepared myself for ,a fate, which Did I plan the glorious plot of carrying believe a nephew of the President. simple, preliminary interrogatories to
v ithout regard toy
,
among such miscreants, could not be
JS tha?b7e5® Men’ sa3rs Lord BacOfo fear death as deemed far distant. The morning was away the fair lady and her noble lord’s Here were no sentinels about the door, the minor clod hoppers, he all at once,
treasures, tq share either with such a no servants in waiting. I inquired for with a loud voice, cried out44 Walter
any other physic!children fear the dark ; and as t'hat nat- not much advanced, when the sun dip Scotch sawney as thee ?” the wrath of the President, was conducted by the Simpson’.”’ 44 Here sir?’said Walter,
public.
Ui.ai fear fo children is increased by ped at. once into a dark and tempestu the Scotchman burnt upon his brow far little lad into the house. No sooner 44 are ye wanting me ?” 44 Attention,
re covered ^‘fr¡ghtful tales, so is the other. Groans, ous ocean of clouds, the wind began to
redder than the flush of the wine he had the messenger informed that 1 was sir ! now Walter, can you tell me how
snamethereon, convulsions, weeping friends, and the whistle shriller a.nd shriller among our had drank. 44 Fiend seethe my soul in desirous to see the President than he long Adam stood in a state of inno
-ALSO—
like, show death terriHe ; yet there is sails and the sea upturned by sudden his kettles and cauldron, if ye taste na’ appeared. His manner of receiving cence ?” Aye, till he got a wife,” cried
Mn0 passion so weak but conquers the and heavy gusts of wind, showed as cauld iron for this I” And out came his me was that of a plain, well-bred New- the anvil hammerer, 44 and can ye tell
fear of it, and therefore death is not far as the eye could reach, the dark and cutlass as he spoke. 44 That’s my hear England farmer, the most direct and me,” he added, 44 hoo lang he stood af
37 1-2
Such a terrible enemy. Revenge tri- tremendous furrows so fatal to mari ty Caledonian,” said one of his com unaffected.—It was such as almost en ter?” “Sit doon, Walter’” said thè
Zelebrated
over death, love slights it, honor ners. The wind was from the land rades, 44 give him a touch of the toast tirely to relieve me from embarrass discomfited divine.f the above isMn spires "to it, dread of shame prefers it, and I could both see and feel that the ing iron.; did’nt he give a blow to the ment. Wishing not to trespass upon
LIE—inWellsbn ^rief f|jes t0 and fear anticipatesit. vessel was unable to gain the harbour,
Ingenious Mendicant.—A beggar man
head of my mother’s own soil, this bles the time of the President, I briefly stat
^°yufts-bytiThe same noble author thinks it the and had sought security from the ap sed morning for only playing pluck at ed the object of my call. He frankly apparently very old, and in great dis
^erand Boston, ^office of a physician to procure easy proaching tempest, by standing out to the lady’s garment. Ah, give him the gave me his views of the case present tress with a child in his arms, came in
jrihcipal towns&osdeaths as well as to restore health. In sea. .1 heard the wind was louder, and
cold piece of steel, my hearty.” A ed to his consideration, and perfectly to a public house in the Bridegate, on
eJike manner it is the business of true saw the billows roll, with a joy that blow from the captain’s cutlass was the satisfied me that he would govern him- Friday evening, and begged alms with
_______—-^phi I os op hy to communicate serenity of arises from the hope of revenge : the answer to this ; several drunkards drew sdf, in relation to ar. appeal, in its na great earnestness. A young man in the
amidst the care, the anxieties, the sky became darker ; the sea washed their swords, and ill directed blows, ture tender and solemn, by sentiments house at the time, suspecting that he
and turmoils of the world.
over the decks and 'the tempest hurried and ineffectual stabs, were given and and feelings which actuate the wise was an imposter, took hold of the child,
_“Unhappy mortals 1” says Lucian,
the ship onward with a rapidity which received in the dark. 44 Now,” said my statesman and genuine republican. when immediately the head came off,
ite disease yk™why do ye lament and grieve for alarmed the sailors accustomed as they sailor, laying his hand’on mine, to stay My curiosity to gain some direct evi and discovered it to be made of plas
; art of the most
. ^parted friends ? they are more were to the element.—‘-The seams of
me till ] received his admonition, 44 say dence of the true character of the ter of paris. After shaking the old
it lengt o
fortúnate than you ; their sorrows are the vessel began To admit t he sea, and not one word, for words slay not, but President was entirely satisfied.—Nev man a little, an old wig fell off and dis
Grfat an end. Why then do you term every where symptoms appeared of glide in among them like a spirit;! er was I more fully impressed with the covered him to be a young man, about
?\
diem wretched ?” And the Emperor her immediate destruction.
thrust your blade, for anger strikes, but | dignity of a pure, plain and elevated thirty. He begged very hard to get
Adrian, on his death bed,..said, “ Alas !
I heard a conversation overhead I revenge stabs, and I will secure the moral integrity, than by this interview. off without asking damages for thedoss
X.NEOUS
soul 1 thou fleeting companion of shall never forget. 44 1 tell you,” said gangway, and fight along with you.” I
of his child and wig, and was turned
tance
JLffiis body ; whither art thou flying ? To a voice in Lowland Scotch,44 good can beard and obeyed, and gliding among He who has a Trade, has an estate. out of the house.—English Paper.
eissoun
ivhat unknown region? Thou art all never come of such evil as your captain them, thrust one of them through and
Franklin.
nt has stood the ^. rerabling, fearful, and pensive. Nowr and you have wrought—had you taken through; a second and a third drop
A plain Case.—Mr. Sergeant Gard
This is one of the many correct and
- obtahwd ^Jespwhat has become of thy former wit Miles Colvine’s gold and silver alone, ped, ere they saw who was among them. judicious sayings of that truly great ner, being lame of one leg and plead
iedHtely^i^M vess^n(.j humour ? Thou shalt jest and be the sin had been but small, and a gray
The captain attempted to draw a pis man, whose judgment of mankind was ing before Fortescue, who had little or
?inal°colouranás®|ay no more.” Death it has bees* said, headed repentance might have mended
tol, but my sword and my friend’vs, en formed from experience, and whose no nose, the judge said to him, 44He was
commendations®|njy c}osesa man’s reputation, and de- all.—But the bonnie lady ! her voice
tered a back and a bosom ; and though writings are held up to the admiration afraid he had but a lame case of it.”
lerior e^^IAliCrmines it as good or bad* Thus E- has been heard to day, and tremble all two yet, remained unhurt, I struck my of the world.—No better maxims of 440h, my lord,” said the Sergeant,
Itator ^IthasinJ^aminondas being asked whether Cha- you that touched her sweet body, for sword a second time through the bosom ' morals are to be found, or rules where “have but little patience, and I’ll prove
ses of fifteen andarlas, Iphicrates, or he himself, dcser- here has come an avenging tempest. of my mortal enemy, as he lay beneath by if attended to, will eventually lead every thing as plain as the nose on your
iave resiáte'Mdé’tid to be most esteemed, replied, The sea will soon devour usr and hot me ; and the last expiring glance of his the unfortunate to repair their losses, face.
y°u must ^rst SPe us d*e’ ^ef°re that hell will hold us—and the mother who eye was a look worth remembering. overcome difficulties, and regain lost
Acures 2W Question can be answered.” Caesar bore, and the wife who loved me, and Ere this was accomplished, the other i ground. The above is worthy of deep
A man who formerly lived in Ad ims
CALU K^Í.Jlho^ght that the quickest death was the the bonnie babes I have nursed on my two Were both lying with their compan- l reflection, and speaks volumes of itself. by the name of Hathaway, had a way
iar tounheainc^o?_t f]esirable, because it freed the knee, will behold me no more ; and all
ions. I have frequently imagined that I It speaks a language that is easily un which was sometimes very amusing.
nothn^-t ¿ybe “nind from dreadful apprehensions, for being in company with such hell a firmness and strength, more than my! derstood ; and many are they, who Taking his rations one day, at a tavern
it,
under anyGltC! It is impossible,” says dean Swift, hounds as you.” A voice replied to own, were given me during this desper will readily subscribe to its truth, between here and Troy, and finding
M’S
R-.tailb|rat anJ thing so natural, so necessary this in a tone too low and suppressed ate encounter. Meanwhile the remain who now are labouring'in difficulty and more hairs in the butter than were a¡ale and
nd so universal as death, should ever to be audible : and the Scotchman an der of the crew below, set no bounds to distress, to procure the hard earned greeable to taste he called for the land
portland;
ave been designed by Providence as swered again. 44 Lo ! look ! did ever their merriment and shouting, and pittance for daily bread.—Happy lady & said to her44 Madam, be so kind
¿nd
evl to niankind.” Mason on Seli- eyes behold such a sight, all around us seemed, as my Scottish friend remark would it be, (and how much misery a- as to set on the hair and butter .in sep
Isaac- Hill»
1
.
lake, SacM’
^ae°’
knowledge remarks, 44 If ofir hopes the sea is as smooth as glass and oth ed, ordained to die by my hand, since voided) if more of our youth were prop arate plates, and PH mix them to ¿uit
jnowledge
;,'nsecobiVt*ocoun^ad joys centre in this world, it is a er ships pass by us under a gentle
Berkshire American.
their clamour, by drowning the groans erly placed in situations congeniaj to myself”
PUBLISHED tir

aÎWâ'Ô&SSS
front Ahe Quebec Gazette.
Attempt of

Eagle to Devour a

tremity of the State, changes in favor
of the Administration, have taken place,
and in many districts to a very consid
erable extent,” This is in exact con
formity to the information we have for
several months received from our cor
respondents, and laid before our read
ers.
Democratic Press.
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resting upon myself, and the absolute beed I’t0^
which I am in of having some one with mg
c
who understands writing English. If I have ! r
done wrong in this, I hope, gentlemen, that yon
.will attribute it toj|o other cause than thatof
my wishing faithtulTy to fulfil the high duties
!with which you fiave intrusted me, and the
i
high
opinion which I have formed of
<
Stuyvesant.
As my time is much occupied in r }
storing
the cargo^ I have .but a few moments
°
.
1to write, and must consequently be. brief. } Lrinlu1
know
not what England' or Russia may be
pl
:
doing,
but what they do for Greece must be I . :na
(
done
quickly, in order to avail any thing to. F j?
,
wards her escape from the swords of
Turks. Mr. Lee nobly .offered his servicedfeaveO
to assist in distributing the provisions, or ij I L to
doing any thing else, in order tb advance the r° Uq
views of'the committee, but as the difficulty |go?s lia
of his not understanding the language occurs, l jsed
it was thought best for him not to remain’ ’Jptb
Of Capt. Lee I have been led to form the I
ft
highest opinion. His firm and philanthropic Roffi®
spirit has recommended him to all who have;
‘
formed his acquaintance in this country.
There is a civil war now raging at Napoli di •
Romania. About fifty have been killed.( stejda'
Gen. Fabvier and Fontemara are the two f&w.c
contending chiefs. The cargo of the Six h ovehai
Brothers is all discharged. It was correct, as / vsof V
written in the bill of lading, with the excep.
for
tion of two barrels. Dr. Howe has left to- focb si
day with the galliot—he is attended by Mr.
George Finley, a celebrated Philhellened JLotfa
Wishing you health and prosperity, I subqcL the
scribe myself, gentlemen, your obedient setfol
vant.
I.P. MILLER. W

very singular occurrence hap
London papers of the 3d of September,
and Liverpool of 4th, have been received at
pened the week before last, in the Par
New-York, by ship Antioch, Capt. Rich.
ish of St. Ambroise, about nine miles
The intelligence is not very important, and1
from this city. Two boys, the one
is only two days later than before" received.
Cape Hatteras Light Ship.—The ship, Mr. Herncs is said to be appointed Chancellor
seven and the other five years old, athe Exchequer, and not Mr. Huskisson,
rnused themselves in an adjoining field,
which was lately driven ashore a few of
as it was expected. The gentleman last na
trying to reap while their parents were
miles to the southward of Portsmouth med is considered most liberal in his politi
at dinner. A large eagle soon came
Island, has sunk .about 11 feet in the cal views, and was the political triend of Mr.
Canning. Mr. Huskisson is placed at the
sailing over them, and with a swoop
sand, and only about four inches of her head
of the Colonial department. It is said,,
attempted to seize the eldest, but lucki
copper can be seen. She was very thatthe King is anxious to perpetuate the
much racked—eleven of her starboard liberal policy on which the late administration
ly missed him. The bird not at all
dismayed, sat on the ground at a short
stancheons, companion-way, and all her was conducted.”
The Algemeine Zeitung has been lately
distance, and in a few moments repeated
hatches carried away, with 3 feet 10 prohibited
in France. It is too liberal and
the attempt. The bold little fellow
inches water on her cabin floor. Capt. independent in its remarks, to please the
defended himself against his fierce an
Holden and family had recovered from present French ministry.
tagonist with the sickle he had very
the severe bruises which they received It was reported in Paris, that Don Pedro
arrived at Lisbon from Brazil ; but the
fortunately in his hand,, and when the
from the drifting of furniture, &c. after had
report was not fully credited, and it created
bird rushed upon him he struck at
she went ashore. •
no great sensation. Disturbances and insur
it. The sickle entered under the left
rections continued in some parts of Spain. It
was said that 6000 troops were necessary to
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. OCT. 3.
wing, and the blow having been given
quell the insurgents.
strongly, went through the ribs, and
MURDER.
The Liverpool Advertiser of 4th Sept,
passing through the liver, proved in
One of those horrible deeds of cruel says, the sales of cotton, for this day and
Mr. Buchanan’s letter had just reach
stantly fatal. The eagle- was after ed Alabama, at the date of the last pa ty which habitual intemperance pre yesterday, amount to„2500bags to the’ trade,
wards sold to Mr. Chasseqr, who has pers from that state, (September 8.) pares men to commit, was perpetrated at previous prices-—“ The market continu It will b& recollected that the cargo of the j
flat.”
Six Brothers was the second despatched by
stuffed it and placed it in his museum, The only two papers in which we have at Westfield, on Saturday. Robert edThe
Russian forces under Gen.PakeWitsch
where it may now be seen. .It is, the found any remarks upon it are the Ala Bush, who married the daughter of a obtained a considerable victory on the, 17th the Greek Committee of this city ; the news | Th‘e si
of the arrival of this vessel in Greece, and oi t],a{ion'ir
Ring tailed or Russian Eagle. The bama Sentinel, an Administration pa respectable citizen of W. became in of July over, the Persians, on the hanks of the discharge of her cargo has b^en heretos
the
Araxes.
The
latter
lost
4.00
killed,
100
fore published. Mr. Stuyvesant, mentioned I? . of
wings expand upwards of six feet. Its. per, and the Tuscumbia Patriot, an Op temperate, and his wife was obliged to
and two standards; the Russians in the letter, was the agent of the committee
the
stomach was opened, and found en position print. The former says— separate from him. On Saturday he prisoners,
had 9 killed, and 29 wounded.
the Six Brothers. We learn also r„rve we
tirely empty. The little boy did not “ This member of Congress” of high came to the house where she lived with 'Fhe morning Chronicle, in mentioning the onboard
that Mr Lee, likewise, mentioned, is a son of I gae.rei
receive a scratch. Had the eagle seiz standing, “ so far from proving the a musket. As he approached, a little fact of proof-sheets of the Life of Napolean Dr Lep, of New-London,/and went out as' i^on
ed him, its tallons, which are of uncom charge against Mr. Clay, entirely ac girl saw him and told his wife : she at-, having been sent to Par\s, Germany and A- passenger in the same vessel.—Jour, of Cm.
■--------------. | qpIlOte'
merica, which have been printed verbatim.
mon strength, and about an inch and a quits him and his friends,” &c. The tempted to retreat into the cellar, but sa
ys—lx will be curious tp compare any of
GREECE.
/
half long', must have lacerated him Patriot’s language is as follows : Al as she was passing through the door to those editions with that published in Lon
ju
dreadfully.—There is little doubt, with though Mr. Buchanan has not proven go down, he fired, and the whole charge don, in each copy.of which there were sever A letter from our townsman Dr. Howe,
so unfavourable a view of the state
out the bird was much weakened by as much as we expected and desired, passed through hey arm into her body, al hundred cancelled leaves.”—-Bos. Gaz. presents
of things in Greece; that intelligence from . j
hunger, that a blow or two from its he has, certainly upheld the statement and she lived but a short time. Bush
that quarter, for some time to come, maybe fo f
looked for with any thing but satisfaction. PX 1
FROM SMYRNA, &c.
beak would have torn out his eyes, and of General Jackson, in every important made an unsuccessful attempt to des
to the receipt of Dr. Howe’s kt'terrfofof
’with the instinct peculiar to birds of point; whilst at- the same time, it is troy himself with laudanum, before he By the fast sailing brig 1'enedos, Capt. Previous
v
Gifford, very late accounts have been receiv we had reports, to be sure, of jealousies ex.
prey, broken in a moment the thin part nothing but justice to acknowledge that was committed to jail.—Journal.
£
ed from Smyrna and Gibraltar, from our isting among the leading men of the civil, I
of his skull about the eye, and almost Mr, Clay stands fully exonerated upon tile
squadron in the Meditterranean, & merchant military and naval departments of govern- '10"*
vessels in the Straits tirade. The, political ment; but we did not believe in that absence ■
PROVIDENCE, OCT. 5.
instantly destroy his life.
charge of making corrupt propositions.”
however, is not important. Ihere is of patriotism and indulgence of personal am- j
Several Eagfes of this species breed 'Phis editor must bean Irishman. -We
A gentleman informs us that a person news,
no corroboration of the report from France bition, to which we are now forced, bythd In con
in the high Capes about Cape Tour- did think that the important part ip of the'name of Sherman, belonging he and England, of the intended independence exposition given by cur townsman. We [ recent e
not, however, despair of the common- one of j
mente, below St. Joachim. In the fall Gen. .Jackson’s letter 'was the charge believes, to Exeter, in this State, was of Egypt; but she seems still heartily engag will
wealth. Better tidings may yet be received, fengc’1 •
ed
in
the
Turkish
cause.
—
The
Leyapt
is
they feed chiefly upon sea fowl & the car against Mr. Clay of a corrupt proposi so badly beaten last week in a fight thronged with vessels of war.
-Bos.Pat. dates.”
casses offish. " In the summer months tion. This the editor of the patriot says between himself and two other persons, Col. Washington was shot by the Greeks,
—jtr
■ i at 10 o’(
they are destructive to poultry, often is upheld by Mr. Buchanan; yet in at a regimental muster in Washington in a broil at Acropolis, and died on board the: By an arrival at Baltimore from Smyrna, .¿ejeal
carrying off a large turkey or goose in the 'next member of the sentence, We county,
to cause his death on Tues English line of Battle ship Asia, Admiral1 papers have been received of the 8th of Am! more
Codington.
which give similar accounts of dis
their claws, from.the barn doors.
are told Mr. Clay is exonerated. We' day. This is one, among many bad The news by the Tenedos invalidates the: gust;
putes and disunion among the Greeks to those hpfn ‘ „
The present is the first well authen- should like to know what this editor re effects of militia trainings, where there report of the capture of the Greek frigate; contained in. the letters of Mr. Miller and i
Hellas, now called the Greece.
Dr. Howe.—It is stated, however, that the
. ..
ticatcd instance of their attacking chil gards as the important points which are ardent spirits.
By the Tenedos we were favored with1 intelligence of a resolution by some Europeq
has
come
dren in this country, which
have been “ certainly.upheld.”
Smyrna Papers to Aug. 4, inclusive.—Tai.
an Powers to interfere in their behalf hadi.. r,y
Wrecks.—Capt. Wagner, of schooner
to our knowledge.
It must appear very absurd to every
given the Greeks new courage. The GreelJ ?Jvena
are said to be numerous. Theyusu-| Ject ott
impartial reader, that any editor can Molly, of Philadelphia, wrecked on the The friends of Greece will read the follow- pirates
j
allv
make attacks in boats with 80 er 100 merabe;
August,
and
seven
of
the
crew
25th
be
found
so
dull,
or
so
unprincipled,
as
ing letter from Mr.' Miller to the Greek’ Com- *men. The brig Susan, of Boston, among otbpW0
PIRATES.
of this city (who have obligingly fa ers was reported to have been plundered,
1 reiterate the charge against Mr. Clay, lately belonging to the Br. brig Mon mittee
The ship Isabella, Capt. Leeds, ar- to
vored us with it for publication in our paper,} There
!
is also a report, that the Sultan, whal“01
______________
rived
at Philadelphia, from Canton» w, when the common sense of the country arch, cast away near Cedar Inlet in the with great interest. We congratulate them appeared, at first, to be indignant that thi
gale
of
the
same
day,
have
arrived
at
has
decided
that
it
has
fallen
to
the
upqn
the
sutcess
that
has
attended
that,
genendeavoring to get through the Straits
European Powers should interfere whh re.Piwi5a
tle^ian’s very zealous an« honorable efforts gard to the affairs of Greece, had since mam foti’cers
Norfolk, Va.
National Journal.
of Bassalia, on the 23d of May, was ground.
■
to execute their benevolent commission ; and ifesteda desire to treat on the subject. ItP™
chased by a galley full of men with
Two lads had a quarrel recently in at thé same time, we feel assured that the seems, however, that he had rather negoclate l,larl^a'
which he has given of the actual with the Greeks alone.
Spanish colors set, which oft coming up,
SAVINGS BY MR. ADAMS.
'
Isousot'
Philadelphia, when one of them shot account
of this brave and suffering people to
To the above, it may be added, that the!
ordered the ship to heave to. Observ
It has long been known to us, that .the other in the breast, Who soon alter state
whom he has been sent, will naturally awak- Spectator Oriental, received at ^Baltimore,
ing the Isabella was prepared for de several of our most experienced States died. The offender has been commit eq, still farther, the generous sympathy of speaks of Lord Cochrane as a brave andac-lrnMvdo'
our public in their favor.
fence, they lay on their oars, and short men were of opinion that Charge d' Af ted to prison.
tive officer, but as unfortunate and unsuccess bargain
ISLAND OF POROS, JULY lÔTH, 1827.
ly left the ship and pulled for the shore, fairs might with propriety be substitu
ful hjthOrfo, in his enterprizes. It repre and oti
To the Greek Executive Committee in New- sents the present condition of the Greeks as of Stati
the fellow who spoke English remark- ' ted for Ministers Plenipotentiary to for
York :
deplorable and almost hopeless. It expres It is $
At the last form of the Municipal Gentlemen—Having
duly received your ses the opinion, that the European Powers Genera
ing that they would come on board in eign powers. It remained for. Mr. Ad
Court
the
Grand
Jury
returned
a
bill
j
kind letters of the 12th of May, by the hand will not be able to effect much favorable to dency,
spite of them. The Isabella then got ams1 Administration to make the re
( Mr. Stuyvesant, I now proceed to give you Greece ; and thinks it would be wise in the an addi
under weigh, but in the afternoon dis form. They have made it; and now of inilictment against George F, Weems, of
an
of my proceedings in regard to Sultan, however, to withdraw his forcesand of his
for
forgery.
Weems,
We
learn,
is
turn;theaccount
covered the pirates in pursuit with two we are represented by charges at
distribution up to this date. I had leave the country to its own government II .twelve
Boston Gazelle, | ™ w*iK
galleys and three launches, towing a Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin, iheHague^ ing his attention to the tailoring busi- ’nearly finished the distribution of the Chan
,
’s cargo, when the Six Brothers arriv
gpn-boat, all foil of men-rat this time it Lisbon, Rio Janeiro, Buenos Ayres, Bogo ness, and promises to be a skillful work- cellor
ed.
The
plan
pursued
by
me
in
this,
I
have
%
was nearly calm, and the pirates had ta,and probably shall be before long at man.—Bos. Gaz.
already communicated to you, in a letter sent
FROM RIO JANEIRO.
UewA
by the way of London, but as that letter may Extract ofa commercial letter, dated Rio k] parties
got Bear the ship, when a fresh breeze Santiago, and at Mexico» When Char
THOMASTON, OCT. 2.
never reach the United States, I sljiall herein
neiro, 4,th August.
■ I ....
sprung up, the Isabella made all sail ges are sent, there is a saving of $4500
The Supreme Judicial Court closed state the plan I have pursued. I have caus “ Our market has been seriously affected timony
‘and escaped, making her passage in each outfit,; and. of an equal sum an its session in Wiscasset on Saturday ed catalogues to be made of the old men, by the disappointment in the prospect of
through the channels of the Sooloô Ar- nually in each salary, making a saving last. In addition to the criminal con widowsand orphans in the different provin peace. Bank paper has depreciated still!
ces, and have seen how many okes I have more—want of confidence generally prevails^ 23£.
of $36,000 in eight outfits, and $36,000 victions mentioned in our last-— '
. chipelago.
been able to give to each individual. I have —produce has advanced in price, and in fact and ga
a year in eight salaries, amounting in
Thomas Reed, Esq. of Bowdoinham, then either gone myself, or sent some person it affords no inducement whatever to the! Mr, U
The Blacksmith who preferred to work four years to $144,000, exclusive of the was convicted of forgery, and sentenc on whom I could depend, to distribute it to most sanguine speculator. There is a largel camel
The catalogues 1 keep as vouchers. supply of foreign productions and manufaq jjot òri'
without wages. The Lexington, (Ky.) savings in outfits. If Mr. Adams had ed to four years imprisonment in the them.
The clothes and cloth, together with the
on hand, which it is impossible to sell Mr. VI
Reporter mentions that the keeper of been disposed to abuse and increase state prison. The trial excited consid shoes, 1 have mostly given from my own tures
at prices corresponding to the depreciatioi Ke nev
;
the
Executive
patronage,
as
much
as
to wretches almost naked.
the Penitentiary desirous oi retaining
of the currency and premiums on Sterling W.ag
erable interest, and developed a series hands,
With regard to the present cargo, I have Bills. The stock of flour has been added HF born si
an excellent blacksmith, whose term of some of his enemies have represented,, of forgery and fraud such as seldom be decided,
with the advice of Dr. Howe, to by several late arrivals, and at the momenl veryw
service had expired, on accoünt of his would he not have continued the prac fore has been, perpetrated in our coun send a galliot from this - place, laden with may be about 15 or 16,000 bbls.—Some car- HIluin,
mechanical skill offered him 50 or GO tice of sending full ministers abroad, try. Although convicted of forging meal, rice and clothing, to Calamata, and Sjes must be carried away. One will gotof Hndth;
U £
dollars a month, which he refused. which undoubtedly would have furnish but one note only of $250, yet the ev- from thence to Napoli di Malvasia, along ahia, two others .will go South, and thoseyw was at
coast of Mina to Zazomia. Dr. Howe expected from the U. S. must pursue siniilii 8pent,
He had been however, but a short time ed the best opportunities for rewarding 1 idence disclosed a large amount of for the
will go with this galliot, and attend personal destinations. There is but little demaM this
fo.-v
absent (perhaps only a few days) be his friends in a splendid and liberal ged notes together with other papers of ly to'its distribution. I shall leave in a few here, and a great difficulty in getting Siiital ,
fore he stole a horse, for which he was manner, and of bribing his enemies, as various descriptions, purporting to he days with another galliot for Salamis, Peada, ble places to store goods of any kind. 04 then ir
and Ankistri. No pen can ever produce is scarce, and with the exception t Thee!
tried and again sentenced. So that he they are anxious to have him do. We signed by one Israel Millet, late of Methana
describe the misery of this devoted country, coffee,
■
must continue to be so, as theenemw trifeo
do
not
claim
great
praise
for
Air.
Ad

has resumed bis station without wages.
.
greatly embarrass the coasti^ tabilty
Bowdoinbam,rwhosrdied some two or No scene in the bloodiest days Of.Christian privateers
ams in this respect, for he has done no three' years, since, leaving an estate of persecution could have presented a more ap trade, anil have considerably reduced i flat a n
palling spectacle than what is daily before .number of vessels engaged in it. A M
The subscriptions for the Chesapeake more than bis duty—what he himself, some $22,000 without heirs in this State our
eyes now in Greece. Thousands there
of the coffee crop comes to the market
and Ohio Canal amount to more than we believe, has long been of opinion, to inherit it. , This estate seems to have are, who are now living, on herbs and snails, part
on mules. Sugar and Hides Chiefly co® Thè
•
ought
to
be
done
;
but
it
is
right
to
$1.500,000 the sum which the compa
excited the cupidity of Mr. Reed who whose beds are the rocks, and whose cover from along the coast.”
relativ
ny required to be subscribed before: mention it, when there is so much sense- had before sustained, if not altogether ing is the heavens. Since the fall of Athens,
Avery
there has been but little done, either by
■
less
and
indiscriminate
clamour
among
commencing opera! ¡pns. In Washing
su:
an irreproachable character, yet such Greeks or Turks. The eyes of the former Fisheries in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.* tile
copied a few days since, from a late num A. wai
ton City $1,066,300 have been sub-•’ the opposition.
a standing in society as was thought far are turned towards England, as their only We
impost
hope. Rechid Pacha has not vet left Attica, ber of the London Courier, a plan propose^
Massachusetts Journal»
gcribed, and in Georgetown, $425,000I .
above the commission of crime on so but may soon be expected at Corinth. Lord for the establishment of a Commercial cw ’S giv
.including the subscriptions of the cor
extensive a scale. It is supposed these Cochrane’s late expedition to Egypt was not pany in England, to increase and carry M fornii
porations of those cities. $250,000
The first number of a new daily pa forgeries, had they not been detected, attended with the successs which the friends ward the fisheries in the Gulf of St. Law teiyedbi
has been subscribed by the corpora per about to be established in Philadel would have affected the estate to the of Greece could wish. In regard to the rence, and for other purposes connected will Ppt
American donations the greatest excite the carrying trade in that quarter by steaij Rn of
tion of Alexandria.
phia, the Pennsylvania Gazette, gives amount of near $^2,000. It is presum ment has existed—the army, the navy and vessels. The following is a brief state« He w;
J]
much promise of usefulness,, and we ed he had accomplices, but they have the government have by turns done their of the American trade, which this plan isdq Mt
M fo
best to get them out of my hands. When 1 signed to secure to the English.
The Black Rock Gazette intimates heartily wish it may receive a gener not yet been discovered.—■Reg.
About 2000 sail of American shipping, ow Wy
speak of the navy in this affair, I mean not
that Red Jacket, who had been depos ous support. The capability of the
that portion of it which is under the direction ed and manned by Americans, are ynnmffi ylm
on those shores, in catching
c
ed by the Seneca tribe of Indians, will editor to redeem his promises is known
Getting sober.—A man in Norridge of Lord Cochrane. With that gentleman I employed
They are vessels of from IWtoyj ^
appeal to the chiefs and warriors of the to many respectable citizens of Phila wock, in this State, applied to a magis have no acquaintance, but have formed a high fish.
of his character, both as a gentleman tons, and employ about 20,000 men. W
six nations in full council.
delphia, He states that he has ‘re trate lately, for permission to be put in opinion
and a commander.—I have found it necessa prefer this fishing ground to the Banks i
cently been through all the principal jail for a few days. He said he had ry to take a stand, and to follow my instruc Newfoundland, which proves that it isbetas exactly as possible. My expenses ter. They pass through the Gut of Cam i •
A hUNg perch obstructed the hose of and most populous counties of the State,1 been tipsy for two or three weeks, and tions
have been greater than ! anticipated, but by along the north shore of Prince Edwarfj - 'Pu
a fire company which had attached it has made “ the most minute inquiry as should be so for as long a timelocome, disposing of some portons of the cargoes, such Island, by the coasts off the bay of Chaka»
r
to the fire plug of the water $vorks of to the state.of Public opinion,” and the if he'was not prevented. The Justice as salt meat, hams, &c. 1 have as yet been able up the straits of Bellisle, and along the T
coast rather northward from thes« L n
Philadelphia,"while playing upon a fire. editor continues—“we are enabled to introduced him to the jailor, who lock, to meet them. I rejoice to hear from Mr. Stuy dor
vesant, that he has come to the conclusion straits. Not being permitted to land on w, .
state,
that
in
every
county,
and
in
every
This fish must have been propelled into
ed him up on Saturday ; and on Tues of-remaining with me for a few months. 1 shore, they take their fish home t° di'M Iy
which
we passed, day he canfo out, a very sober . looking; have urged his remaining the more on ac distance of 1000 or 1500 miles, and make1*! . *•
the
Mount. juau»),
Dam, passed through town .through..............
me Fair
ran auuuui
—
count of the great respoirsibfoty whiçh I fotl voyages ip a ye^rr The. crew aic s.kafo51' • ■ '*
the pipes and from thence into the hoseJ from Philadelphia to the western ex- man.
Boy.—A

t &

an

We understand that two separate
Conventions were signed at' London,
by Mr. Gallatin, m behalf of the Unit
ed States, and Messrs. Grant and Ad
dington, on the. part of Great Britain,
in the early part of last monthy and have
been received in the Department of
State, to continue the joint occupation
of the country, beyond the Stony Moun
tains, provided for by the third article/
of the ..Convention of 1818; ’and to
continue the existing Commercial Con
vention. Our readers will recollect
that by the terriis of the Convention of
1818, its duration was limited to the
20th of October, 1828, on which day
the ■ article aoove mentioned, and the
Commercial Convention, would have
ceased to operate. By the recent Con
vention, we are informed that they are
continued indefinitely, subject^ howev
er, to the, right of either party to put an
end to either of them, upon giving a no
tice of twelve months.
National Journal.

profits^ and a^tbc business is pursued, it elegant, ahd worthy of the work preparing1
for publication.
stly concluded' it must be profitable.
N. Y. p. Adv.
It is stated, that “ the most valuable parts
of the entire'Collection left by Gen. Wash
Other
ington at Mount Vernon, both of a public and
lave lntrusted * •'he Indian War al an e%d.—We learn, private nature, are to be prepared and pub
-h 1 ha'e
in a traveller, that Col. M’Kenney, lished according to the following method
Part I. Letters and and other Papers re
his
city, arrived at St. Louis on the lating to Washington’s early military career
I have but afew?
ttcousequenUy^J h September from the Winnebago in the war, and as Commander of the Virgin
intry. He brought information to ia Forces.
England or
IL Letters and other papers relating to
iev“ dn Fr».
atlDj;i t place
heydof
orGreece
(the
IU V* that
UA* V* ** *'„the
*'.*•• V' Red Bird
•• . y—
the American Revolution.
e from
war c^ie^'^ost^e band
Ill: Private Correspondence on Public
‘ riobiy offcreJpWinnebagoes) together with a young affairs.
IV. Messages and Addresses.
Juting the proviso ive of the same band, had been givV. Miscellaneous Private Papers.
-Ise, in order to adv? r
” to Gen. A
A-----up
tkinson; the WinnebaVI. Agricultural Papers.”
hittee, butasti^
andingthelanguJ ■s had sued for peace, and had promGen. Jackson in Delaware.—Mr. Johns,
;st for him not to!M to give up all the party which
the administration candidate, has been chos
iave been
t)f' de"the
on
the
------- led IVIOffViV
l.UG attack Wil
VI.« V, keel boats, and
firm
- i«. I
en Representative in Congress in Delaware,
atltCT
?l,l’ila»nniittecl the murders at Prairie-du- by a handsome majority.—It will be remem
’,„/u,h"ended him
Nat. intdl.
bered that be takes the place of Mr. McLane,
imntance in this icn, &c. ‘
a firm friend to the General.
'ar n°w raging at
t fifty, have
J/he Pennsylvania Election took place
.....v be
ucca
A Fontemara ¿re. terday. It has been announced that the
The Governor of New-York has issued an
----- ■ “iety of Friends of the city of Brotherly order for the removal of Eli Bruçe from the
’s •
Ahe cargo
inrTr Itwas*;e \avfc agreed for the first time since, the office of Sheriff of Niagara County, in that
lot adrng, wh lkf s of W ashington, to attend the polls and State, on account of some recent transac
of an Administration
Is. Dr. Howe basire for
-- tile friends
-------.
.... tions, which renders it probable that he was
iot—he is attenderti:,(dl seeks Peace With all nations, while it a participant in the adduction of Morgan.
a celebrated PhifeGeneral Welfare ; and which
ilth and prosperi Jmot
not fail to
t0 have the good
&ood wishes
WJshes of all
ali who
wh°
A Jackson paper is to be established in
Hlemen, your dj?6 the'lr country’s Peace and Prosperity at Providence, R. I.—Proposals,for two Jackson
J. P Min i-rt, for its continuance.
papers are in circulation, in this State, one to
looted that the 4
'
°f Wednesday
Wedtìesday.Bos. TL
Cent, of
be published in Augusta and one in Farming
ton, in Kennebec County,
l'Ìwofthì'scMlMARYLÀNP AND DELAWARE,

FOB SAlM

A New-York Farmer.—A. farmer in
Louisville, Lawrence county, has har
vested this year more than six hundred
acres of produce. Of which 200 acres
were wheat, 100 rye, 80 corn, 50 pota
toes, 60 oats;30 peas, with barley, &c. SHIP
&c.—Thirty men were employed du
ring the harvest.—This same farmer
has 100 horses, which he is raising for
KENNEBUNK, OCTOBER 13
market.
MEMORANDA.

npHF subscriber offers for sale;
FARM on which-----be now

HSO Hyes;in Kennebunk, together with
the fa r mih g Tools, Stock, F urni, Grain, Corn and other appendages to
house keeping, too numerous to be separate
ly detailed. Said Farm is well situated, oti
a road much travelled, but a short distance,
from the spot where there will, probably, ill
a few months, be commenced a large manu
facturing establishment; it lies at a verysuitable distance from the village fur a P.ulL
Sj .co, Oct. 5-—Ar. sch. Mary, Tarbox lie House i in short, it combines many conDr. Usher Parsons, of Providence, Alex
andria ; 6th, sch. Ann. Milliken, Provi
not every vVIiere to be found;
R. L has obtained the Boylston Med dene j ; 7th, sehr. Colombia, Morrill, do. veniences,
Come and see.
schs.
Sally,
Kelley,
do.
;
Fair
Polly
8th,
ical Prize, for. the best dissertation on
Should not said farm be sold by the.first of
do.; Dorcas Hawes, Burgess, Paw November, the subscriber would rent it to a
44 Inflammation of the Periosteum, both Chase,
tucket.
family, till it could be disposed of otherwise.
acute and chronic.”
NATHANIEL H. FLETCHER.
Arr. at ,Portland, 7th, ship Gen. Pike,
Kennebunk, Oct. 6, 1827,
Towne, of and from this port, to complete
,f ctyw of the Durham Breed, has been her loading forNew-Orieans.
brought for John Hare Povvel, Esq. (by Ar. at Boston, 9th inst. Sch. Patriot, Story,
2.0th ult. Left, brig Globe, from
Capt. Serril,) in the Tuscarora, which Matanzas,
Providence, ar. 9th, reported speaking orig
has just arrived at. Philadelphir, from Watchman, 13 days from Boston, forNewLiverpool. This animal is supposed to Orieans, but when or where did not learn.
Ar. at New-York, Oct. 7, sch. Mary Ann,
be one of the finest of its species that Pel-kins,
of Saco, St. Croix, 20,
has ever been landed upon American
iLWR SALE, a one story dweL'
lh‘S HOUSE> weU hnished
The ship Mordecai, Hill, of Saco, from PWL
soil.
and painted, with a SHED about
Norfolk, was passed going into Belfast, Ire
■gæA-QWi fl ft y fcêt in length and a good
At Ancaster, Upper Canada, the land, on the 4th ult.
The brig Eunice, Stevenson, of Saco, was BARN, well finished, 32 by 28 feet—-all join
proprietors of two caravans are about at Marseilles, 15th Aug. for NeW-Orleans, in ed ; a good Cellar under the whole House,
to amuse the public with a fight between 15 day s.
well finished with an Arch and Fire-place
' The U; Si ship Peacock, for Norfolk, was therein, (very commodious for a Trader) to
a lion and a bear.
•to sail from Rio Janeiro about the 25th Au- gether with, about four acres of good tillage
LAND, adjoining said House, all lying ui
A man was taken in a1 fit while run At Cape de Verds, 45 days since, John and- Wells,
A Lead mine has been recently discover
this vessel in Greece» ';hè success of the Friends of the Adrnmisbounded by the-low er Post road leas
her cargo has W dòn‘in these interesting States is decisive, ed in Shelburne, N. H.
ning to a fire jn Philadelphia, struck I Romp, of Portland—The only Am.
ing to York—and by Maryland road, by John
Mr. Stuyvesant W1 cannot fail to be gratifying to the great
Storer Littlefield’s House', all now in the poshis head on the pavement, and died, in
the agent of thi J ly of the American people. 1 hey ha ve
. session of JAFETH S'FUART, living on the?
Above 50 persons are employed in West a short time.
re
their
duty
without*
exultation
and
deBrothers. We]?'''“1'""'
nnJ d?. brook, in this State, in Manufacturing Combs.
. Premises.
2wise mentioned, iy ve well of their country. Many years ago The value of those manufactured at this es
—ALSO—
N
Monday
next
at
two
o
’
clock
P.
M.
at
As ai team of oxen was on its way
v-London,xand w®, agreed with Major Noah, in his late re- tablishment yearly, is not far from $40,000.
the Store of the subscriber, about
About
eleven acres of WOODikon
the
State
of
Delaware
“
Little
same vessel.—
from Johnson to Providence, the light
800 lb. Sea Fowl feathers, by the sack or less
1 LAND, be the same more or less;
laware has a heart large enough for a
•
lying on said Maryland road, about
A letter from Key West of Sept. 7th, re ning struck one of /he yokes and split Quantity to suft purchasers.
ole continent^ She led the. way in the
TIMOTHY FROST, Auctioneer.
■ a quarter of a mile from said
option- of
the Federal Constitution. Mr. ceived at this city, says—there is now a it in two, extricated one of the oxen un
GREECE.
_____
! proush, bounded by land of James. Staples,,
Kennebunk, Oct. 13tb, 1827.
our townsman Dr,¡inB, elected in Delaware, is a son of the dreadful gale at this place, and the severity injured, and kifed the other.
William Cole and others.
of it is such that the Mexican ship of war
curable a view of iief Justice of the State.
ib.
A good Title shall be given to thé purcha
Libertad and brig Herman, have been comice, that ifitellirasj
.
----The Centinel states that $150,000 j
se r of th ¿Pré misé s.some time to come ¡pn election for a Member of Congress to nelled to leave the harbor and put to sea.
HglHE
Subscriber
being
afiout
to
close
his
Balt. Gaz.
..„ALSO....
anv thing but satiiPPb" tbe vacancy occasioned by the decease
have Keen subscribed towards the ereo] JL business in this place, will sell his
tceipt of Dr. Horfhe Hbn. Wm.,Wilson, and for State and
tion of a Hotel, worthy of the city. STOCK at veryreducedjprices until the 30th Sundry articles of household Furniture,
m be sure, of iealoiKper °®Gers, was held in Ohio yesterday.
viz : Chairs, Tables, Bureaus and sundry
Yellow Fever at Savannah.—The Board
leading men ofre were four candidates to supply the of health, on thé 26th “ report that an in The location, it is said, wifi comprise inst. when be will close at Public Auction.
Carpenter’s, Cooper’s afid Farming Tools.
AU
persons
indebted
to
him
would
do
well
al departments of mgressional vacancy—all Administration crease of disease had taken place within the the estate of Lt. Gqv, Phillips, in Com
to make immediate payment, otherwise he If not disposed of at private sale before, will
mon (late Tremont) street.—Bos. Pai, will be Under the disagreeable necessity of be sold at Publié Auction at said House, at
last week;”
d not believe in thatap«
indulgence of pers®
-----------putting them to cost. AH persons having de one o’clock, P. M. on Wednesday the 25th
,
ve are now forc^In consequence of a dispute regarding the
The chair placed in the Speaker’s desk,
BROCK?S MONUMENT. '
mands against him have only topresent them ot Oct. inst.
'Ferms of sale mav be known by applying to
bv cur townsneent election in Baltimore, Mr. M’Mahon. in the Pennsylvania Capital, was brought to
Thi§ . is a very imposing structure. Its for settlement.
JAFETH STUART,
r, despair of the fe of the friends of General Jackson, chal- Philadelphia' from England, by William height is 118 feet. It standsuppn the’QneensABEL C. SMITH.
on the Premises,
tidings may yet bemged Mr. Tyson4 one of the “ Adamscandi- Pehn, and was occupied by John Hancock as ton Mountain, nearly 8Q0 feet higher than
Kennebunk, Oct. 12, 1827.
or to Capt. THEODORE ELDRIDGE.
Mtes.” 'They were to meet at Bladensburg Président of the Continental Congress when the Niagara River/ The spot where the
Wells, Oct. 1,1827.
10 o’clock on the 4th inst. Mr. Edward he signed the Declaration of Independence.
gallant General fell, (whose fame this work
a.™ mckney went as the second of Mr. Tyson,
is designated to perpetuate) lies upon an ele
that pursuit was made from BaltiMr. Rush, Secretary of the Treasury .of the vated plain between the Monument and the
n lecened of the ^re jn order to prevent the combat, and
OF THE AMERICAN
U. States, has published a statement of the village of Queenstoq. The bodies of Gen.
ve similar accounts^ M Tyson was arrested in the District
certificates of Stock, created February 1813, Brock and his aid Col, McDonald, lie in a
By virtue of a license, from the Honorable
which .will be paid off in January next, a- vault beneath this massive pile.
Judges ofthe Supreme Judicial Court, be
FOR
SM.E
BY
mounting to 1,500,160 doll-arsi
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the
5reXtahb°YW2L,MR- EATONS STATEMENT,
. INFLUENCE OF THE IMAGINATION,
county of York, on the third -Tuesday of
Agent.
Dr. Parsons a distinguished dentist in Bos
New Orleans was sickly at the last dates,
September, in the year of our Lord* 1827.
terfere in their befeMr. Eaton, U. S. benator from 1 enn. has
Kennebunk, Oct. 13, 1827.
s new courage. Wen a long letter to the public, on the sub Aug. 8th, and those who had left the city for ton, in a recent essay on the subject of
ILL be sold at public auction, (unless
extracting teeth, alludes to the effect of the
previously disposed of at. private
ió be numerous. »
presidential election by the health, were advised not yet to return to it.
imagination in stopping the toothache. He
ksin boats with ^mbers of Congress, in which Mr. Clay is
sale,) oh Saturday the twenty-fourth day of
Susan, of Boston, a*ar?ed with disregarding tne will of his
Murder.—An aged' widow named Beaks, says that a lady in Boston, who is subject to
November next, at one o’clock in the af
S hereby given to those indebted to the ternoon on the premises, all the right and in
a tn Uve hern >stituents to gratify his own schemes of was murdered in herdwellingin Hopewell, this distressing complaint has for several
subscriber,
intends to evacuate
tenor? thatFhe^^^- Mr. Eaton says he has been in- N. J. on the 24th ult. She was found lying months been in the habit of borrowing his
terest which Levi Merrill, Stephen Merrill,
77 If his demands are Moses Merrill, James Merrill, Hannah Mer
in he indimiyced to make this statement, in consequence partly ii> the fire place, much beaten and instruments when she felt a return of the his1 present stand, i,
not paid shortly, hen time^hvill cause them rill and Hepzibah Merrill, all of Shapleigh,
-tbhouid
« Mr- C'»y
O"t
'>>?
short
time
after,
]
pain,
and
the
sight
of
them
pever
fails
to
ef

Omiised, and breathed but a s ’
to be put in suit as he i.’o ailed and must pay in said Comity, Minors, and ch'fldfen of Asa
ed on suspicion. feet an immediate cure
•s of Greece lMds.»nners 111 Kentucky Hst Summer, in which A black boy has been arrested
those to whom he is indebted, even at the Merrill, late of the same Shapleigh, deceas
to treat On’the#'>"t>ma!cd.th?t Mr. Eaton has been partictbit he had ratbeHarIv active in favor of Gen. Jackson. By perFire.—In New-Limerick, on the 30th ult. loss of all things.
ed, have in and to the homestead fa- m ofsaid
In a late number of the Pensacola Gazette,
JOHN SPRINGER.
■ Alone
us of different parties and views, the state- we find the following rather remarkable.
a saw-mill and about twenty-five thousand
deceased. Said farm is situated in Shapleigh.
October
13.
’
' v hp aiaient of Mr .E. will be differently interpreted.
’aforesaid and contains two hundred and twen
Erratum.—In our last we reported a man feet of boards, owned by Mai. True Brad
received
do not see that it proves any directact asdeoc/, who was only dead drunk; ue bury," were consumed by fire. Estimated
ty five aepps ; the said Minors are pwners
of one ninth part, each of the same as heirs
beg his pardon for the omission of the latter value of the property burnt, two thousand
of their said father ; subject to the incum
word, and at the same time congratulate him dollars.
the
fWlHE Subscribers being under the necessi- brance of the widow Merrill’s dower, and of
that old May, of Yellow Fever memory is
EASTPORT, SEPT. 29.
JL ty of raising cash to satisfy the calls of one sixteenth part each of .one ninth part as
it condition of theb .g stated ¡n the Essex Register that when not now our undertaker ; If he was, this man
FOOTRACE.
their creditors, are compelled to call on those heirs of their late brother Aaron Mer id, de
^im?bl¿OfénL9iieneral Washington retired from the presi- would surely have been sewed up in a blank
Two gentlemen who are celebrated as Pe indebted to them.to make immediate pay ceased, in common with the late widow Hep
before the fumes of his liquor
that
P^ncy, the House of Representatives voted et and
destrians have lately arrived id town, from ment that they may be enabled to meet these zibah. Merrill now the wife of Benjanin
to effect much tor a(jdVess t6
expressing their high sense had evaporated.
Brackett, and John Merrill son of said Asa*
Matawascah, on their way to join Capt. calls with promptness.
links it wouHbe'J h-s em¡nent services and virtues—that
They also request all who have promised Merrill, deceased,, who,is over tvventy-One
Remarkable fact.—All the evidence Symms in bis polar expedition have agreed
', to withdraw his ‘^e|ve members voted against the address,years
of age, arid the children and heirs of
produced by Buchanan, Isaacs, Eaton, and to run together, forty Tods for a heavy purse, Lumber or Country produce; to deliver it im
T to its owjge® which Andre^ Jacksoti was one.
Asa Merrill Jr. deceased.
other friends of Gen. Jackson, in regard to near the Bell Tavern, this afternoon, at two mediately or cash will be expected.
Conditions liberal and made known at the
They continue to keep on hand a general
the intrigue respecting the Presidential Elec o’clock,' precisely. They having travelled a
opening Of the Vendue.
.Singular Trial.—Ina cause tried in the tion, must amply prove that the only actors great distance, are as lean as Jeremiah Sim assortment of
PORTER GILMAN, |
saia
4 RIO JANEIRO. ’ew-*York Court of Sessions, last March, the in the plot, were the sworn friends and voters pleton’s horse, who was on his return from
’y
Minors,
Ohio, and it is thought that their speed must
tímercidl letter, dalferties in which were of the highest respec- for General zXndrcw Jackson .!
Oct. 3, 1827.
be great, as they are so thin that the wind
iro, ‘íth August, ability , a most singular, inconsistency in tesof a good quality.
t has been serioaslpmony occurred.-— A Mr. W. swore that the
A house at Providence, insured against cannot impede, their progress.-^
CHADBOURN & JUNKINS.
fintment in the plaintiff, Mr. C. had admitted to him on the fire, has been damaged by being struck by
Kennebunk, Oct. 11, 1827.
paper has depredUchange, that the defendant owed him only lightning, but was not set on fire. It is said,
confidence generator. Tae jury disregarded his testimony however, that the underwriters are to repair
By virtue of a license, from the Honorable
advanced in price,fed.gave a verdict of 3Ó0ÍW. for Mr. C. and the house.-r-It is said the house; had two
Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court*
nducement whateffllr/w. was detained for perjury. The trial lightning rods. The house was on the Den
held at Alfred, within and for the. County
sneculator. Therekme on a few days since, and Mr. C. swore nison estate, and occupied by Mr. Fitch,
of York, on. the third Tuesday of SefU^taA
m «reductions and®nt Only that he had never conversed with teamster.
her, A. D.W27.
; ■
" ,
‘ which it is imposfc W. on the London Exchange, but that
ILL be sold at T'ttiSfic Auction, on!
wondimr to thedepte never saw him in his life. On the part of
Thursday,/he twenty-second day of'
A person who went to see the descent of
v and premiums on V. a gentleman from London named Clib- the Michigan, and lodged on the Canada side
November
at one o’clock P. M-. at the
ri- nF flour has beeiubrn swore that he knew Mr. W. and Mr. C.
AS
FOR
SALE
a
large
assortriient
of
dweffiifg
bouse of Samuel Hooper Jr. in Shapof the river, observed that if the British gov
MARRIED—In Portland, Mr. Samuel
School Books and Stationary, which ■eigh in said County, (unless previously dis
arrivals and at tbeiery well; that he made out Mr. C ’saccodnt; ernment would train their fleas for purposes
s cr 16 000 bbls.-Ssnd that the just balance was 23£. 3s. ; that of defence, no hostile foot would ever rest in Polleys, to Miss Sarah B. Deane.
will be sold at fair prices for Cash, or onp. iposed
ua- of at private sate)5 all the right, title
In Hallowell, Mr. J.'T. P. Dumont, to Miss sonable credit.
AtSa «wav OnMr. C. admitted its correctness ; that C.
and interest which Joanna Stone, of said Shapthat
province
!
>rs will go South,aniHs acquainted witlw W. and he) had often
Louisa P. Perley.
....among which, are....
leigh, a Minor and child of Benjamin Stone,
In Eastport, Mr. Loring F. Wheeler, to
ibc U S must pulpen them conversing together in London.
Morse’s Worcestejp’a, Cummings’ and Ad late of said Shapleigh, deceased, has in and’
The London Atlas, the largest paper in the Miss Abigail H. Allen ; Mr. Alfred Robinson
anA, J ;= hut little’his witness put in a copy ot the account world, is 4 feet by 2 feet 1-0 inches. The
ams’ GEOGRAPiiiEs, with or without Atlas- to the real estate of said Benjamin Stone, de
P«? ffifficultv in vade in 1823, made by himself from books,
to Miss Martha Yeaton.
ceased, consisting of one fifth part of the late
■ sics.
eat diuicu1 y \¡[ilen in the hands ofthe assignees m London, National Intelligencer, the largest in this
Walch’s, Welch’s, Colburn’s, Bezout’s, homestead of said deceased : except as much
tore g°,od\°Xyeiit!?he character of Mr. Clibborn was proved country, is 3 feet4| inches by 23 inches.
Robinson’s, Stamford’s and Temple’s Arith of said farm as has been sold for the payment
•ce, and wit
.upilé'of the highest for integrity and respecof the debts of said deceased.
metics.
A Professor lecturing upon heat, observ
ntmue t0K°7r^S ¿biltv. And of Mr. C. it is saidthat there is
Conditions liberal,add made known at the
Walker’s (large and small size) and John
at.(y embarm. . Qt a man }n New„York whose character is ed that one of its most conspicuous proper
time and place of sale.
son’s Dictionaries.
ve considerab y
,k
.for trutb<
ties was the power of expanding all bodies.
Worcester’s Ancient Atlas.
GIDEON RICKER, J
A humorous student arose from his seat and
.seis engaged m
__
Murray’s (large size and abridgment,) In
CHides ctó'The Hartford papers contain statements asked,/* Is that the reason why the days in
Oct. 3,1827.
gersoll
’
s,
(large
size
and
abridgment)
Fisk
’
s
warm weather are longer than those in
—» ■
”
elative to the late pretended robbery of Mr. cold ?”
Murray, and Twichell’s Grammars.
coas '
4very, which furnish strong confirmation of
Cumming’s, Picket’s; Marshalls’, Webster’s
he suspicions previously'- excited, that Mr.1
and Columbian Spelling Books.
' have made
.The English button-makers
-----DIED.—-In this town, an infant child, of
the Gulfef Sl^. was his own robber, and consequently an large
Pronouncing and Common School Bibles,
consignments of buttons with this in Capt. George Lord,
■W'days since, frow^ipostor. The following among other facts scription : * Andrew Jackson, 4th March,
hestobe lately occupied
In this town, a child of Col. John H. Hil different sizes and qualities.
idon Courier,
given. Avery left Hartford on Friday 1829.’ They know how to catch the gulls,
Murray’s Reader, Pronouncing and com
by Mr. Stephen Towne, at
ton, aged about 12 months.
mon, various editions and bindings.
shment of a Cornffl^orning last, in the Albany stage, having re- 'rhe buttons will be worn out before the
Kennebunk-Port.
In Saco, a child of Mr. Aaron Littlefield,
'd "to increase and^ived from a gentleman who bad acred the prophecy fails.
Agricultural Reader ; Scott’s Wessons.
Enquire of HENRY CLARK, Esq.
aged about 7.
Ken ne'dun k -Port.
mries in the
of a friend through the whole affair the
In Berwick, on the 1st inst. Mr. Joseph , Murray’s Introduction, pronouncing and
nther purposes coiAmi of 20 dollars, to 5e//z him on his journey.
Oct. 6^
3m.
common.
Naval Longevity.—The owners of the Mayall.
a« in that quartile was pursued bv two persons/whooverChristian Orator; American Reader.
In Limerick Miss Abigail Burnham, aged
KSmi?nsisa br^bok him at New-Hartford, searched him brig Betsey, the vessel which brought King
Pronouncing and common Testaments.
19, daughter of the late John Burnham, Esq.
Analytical Reader.
trade whichtbisF.nd found in his possession about $300 in William to England 137 years ago, has been
In Shapleigh, on the third inst. Mr. Moses
recently
prosecuted
for
running
down
a
fish

Pope
’s Essay on Man, See. Sec.
-tnthe’English* , .noney, secreted in different places, under
Hemmingway,aged 29.
lC-i nF Ainericanshipftie lining of his trunk, in small parcels; be- ing boat.
—A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF,—
In Buxton, 23d ult. Mr. William Hobson,
i k Amprican^^.'idés one note for $1200 and several smaller
rONSlST/NG of
-those
d by X
ere¿in^>nes.
Bos. Gaz.
A * wealthy and well-born’ man named in the'98th year of his age. He was a sold
shores,
Joddrell was lately accused of lunacy in Lon ier at Lake' George, in 1755—58—he served Writing and Letter Paper, Quills, Slates, Ink,
don. Due of the facts alleged in proof was, five years in the revolutionary war, and was
Inkstands, Wafers, Pencils, Elas
WIT AS made such arrangements in his busifloy abmit
'
LIFE OF WASHINGTON,
Ji jg. ness, that the remains of his STOCKi
that after reading in a newspaper, he wouid at the taking of Btirgoyne.
tic Guin, Writing and Cypher
In Stratham, oh theSd inst. of dropsy Maj.
siting Srou”"J tito! Mr. Sparks, of Boston, has issued proposals throw it down, saying it was all nonsense.
ing Books, &c. &c.
will be sold at reduced prices.
1, which P’’° 5 ¿uthr publishing, by subscription, The Works In this country, if it hacl been one of our par Levi Clark, in the 59th year of his age. His
All who are indebted must call and pay
iKr’Eountry Traders will find it advantage
ass througn
''Washington, with Historical tisan papers, this would'be a great evidence remains were interred on the 4th with ma ous to call and examine his stock, as such on or before the first day of December next'.
sonic
honors.
.
rth shore ot
jAhrts and Illustrations^ This work will of sanity.
Kennebunk flort, Oct. 6,1827.
——
In Bangor, xMiss Dorothy C. Leighton, arrangements have been made, as enables
; coasts oft tn .Ltbe comprised ip not less than eight volumes,
It was well observed by the sarcastic
him to s,eli by the quantity at Boston whole
ff Bellisle,an -jfcr,moré than twelve large octavo volumes, Greek, that laws resembled spider’s webs, aged 20.
good
of
In Portsmouth, DANIEL HUMPHREYS, sale prices—8c several works which he pub
ther nottp' , t0]/\ specimen of th(’,manucf in which it is to which great flies broke through, while small
lishes can be afforded much cheaper.
beingpevnim4ex£CUted, as ,t regaP¿s type-aud paper, ones were entangled. We see this every Esq. aged 88, Attorney at Law and U, S.
Blanks
for
sale
a
;
1-hiS
Kennebunk,
Oct.
.12,1827.
District Attorney for
N. H. District*
ake their n»1 dfcco.® panics the proposals. It
J is extremely I day.
lOcrlóWm.les^,.
■
;
..............
ihecre«»"'

FOR SALE.

At Auction or private

Sale.

Auction Sale,

O

Cheaper than ever !

The Publieations

Guardian’s Sale.

J. K. REMICH,

Notice i

W

I

Notice.

Cabinet Work,

Guardian’s Sole.

School Books 4’ Sta
tionary.
JAMES K. REMICTI,

W

H

T

Selling for Cash.
1.
A

assortment

Jasti; e
Office.

SSSi9 f Maj,-Noah, speaking of the book'of
_ < (ravels of Lieut. De Koos in this couni try, says that some wags in the princi! pal hotels in the city of New-York, are.
very much in the habit of amusing thernseb.es by giving false information (o
British tourists on their arrival in that
city, varying their misrepresentations
a
»
according to the ignorance or credulity
of the traveller: he mentions an in
stance of one who was made to believe
A FRAGMENT.
fie had the yellow fever coming on him,
Oh, there is one I love—
which so frightened him that he em
My heart was made for tenderness ;
barked the next morning for Liverpool,
A kind and kindred heart it seeks,
two weeks after his arrival, though he
Gn which to rest and in which
Confidence to place of all its holy wishes— intended to stay two years and write
Why is it, tell me spirits if ye may,
two volumes. Another was induced to
That we are framed for purest
fill his note book with the wildest and
Tenderest feelings, which must not
Be indulged—and must be repressed
most extravagant memoranda. Some
If e’er they rise ?—Yet, thus it is—
of these fell into the hands of the wags
The best affections, if to one directed
who had made him their victim, and
Who may not them reciprocate,
Should be subdued—
ran thus:
New-London, a city of
But does not look and smile speak
Massachusetts,
settled by English from
Kindly in return 1 ’Tis enough—
London in 1813 ; now contains 164,Let all be calm—for nought but duty
Honor, virtue does consist with good.
000 inhabitants, five theatres, amongst
which are French, German and Italian
An Enigma, said to have been written by companies—Mem. to visit it.” “ Eriv
Mr. Canning— which for a length of time,
canal—11B2 miles long—half a mile
baffled the skill of England to solve.
wide—joins the-Pacific and Atlantic
“ There is a word of plural number,
oceans—crossing Allygeany [qu. Al
A foe to peace and human slumber.
I Now any word you chance to take,
leghany?] mountains in three places,
By adding S, you plural make ;
v
the
White Mountains in Vermont—and
But if you add an S to this,
falls into the Atlantic below Baltimore
<
How strange the metamorphosis :
Plural, is plural then no more,
—navigable for ships of war.”

2PH0BÂTÏÏ M0TÏCES

THE ■TOMTO

And sweet what bitter was before.”
Solution.—The word is, cares, to which, by
adding an S, you have caress.

‘6 To-day,” sdys Dick, ** is April day,
And tho’ so mighty, wise you be,
A bet, whate’er you like, I’ll lay,
Ere night I make a fool of thee !’*

The New-York Daily Advertiser, in
speaking of the mania of steam boat
passengers, to make the trip between
that City and Albany, a few minutes
quicker than any others have done,
thus exemplifies the passion which
some men'have to hurry. An old gen
tleman in New-England, conveyed a
just idea of th® character of those who
were so fond of travelling at so wond
rous a rate, when he said that44 his son
John, if he was riding on a streak of
lightning would whip upA

At a Court of Probate held, at Alfred, With
in and for the County of York,.on thefirst
Tuesday in September, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred ancltwenty seven.
JOSHUA ROBERTS and JACOB M.
W CURRIER, executors of the last will
and testament of Micajah Currier, late of
South Berwick, in said county, trader, de
ceased, having presented their first, account
of the administration of the estate of said de
ceased, for allowance :
ORDERED, That the said executors
give notice to all persons interested, by caus;
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Citrt, to
be held at York, in said county, on the first
Tuesday in November next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be allow
ed
JONAS CLARK, Judge,
A true Copy—Attest,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg^r.
Sept. 29.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
Tuesday in September, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
/ILLA NASON, administratrix of the
estate of Thomas Nason, late of San
ford, in said county, deceased, having pre
sented her account of administration of the
estate of said deceased, for allowance :
ORDFKED,. That the said administra
trix give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette,printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
first Tuesday in January next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have why the same should not be allow
ed.
JONAS CLARK., judge.
A true Co/iy—Attest,
WM. C: ALLEN, Reg’r.
Sept 15.

Sale at Auction.

N Monday, the OpAKES the liberty to inform bis frJ
and former customers that thesaJ
twenty-secon.^ JL
foreign tickets being prohibited by the d
day of October next,
| at one o’clock, P. M. of his own state, he has taken a LOT™
on the premis. s, a lot OFFICE in Philadelphia, where he 1
si« of Timber and Wood for sale TICKETS in all the po]xuhry '^7'1
LAND, situated in Wells, belonging to the teries in the United States, some of
Y p
estate of William Littlefield, and adjoining are drawn every week and as t/ieyard
-1
land of James Staples, Josias Littlefield and yet denied the privilege of writing, he
f
others.
inform them that all letters enclosing!
Said Land will be sold in lots to suit pur dollars and upwards for tickets, he will 1
chasers. Terms made known at the time the postage both ways, and those from M
and place of Sale.
ten he willpay the postage to him, and ■
sums less than five dollars the postage J
WILLIAM COLE.
Veils, Sept. 20,1827.
be paid by the writers. All letters directl
€
to M. Davis, Ab. 57, South Second w
Philadelphia, will be answered by return]
mail.
M.’ DAVIS’
September 1.
ANTED at this office in payment for

O

Notice.
TT

papers, CORN, WHEAT, RYE,
BU i 1 ER and CHEESE, but more particu
larly
ALSO—in the course of six or eight
weeks, two barrow PIGS, weighing from 30
to 75 pounds each.
It is hoped that all who have not paid up
for their papers to the first of June last, will
in the course of this and the month of Octo
ber next, attend to it, and we assure them
that such attentions will be respectfully re
ceived and cheerfully credited to the accounts
of such individuals as are so polite as to wait
on us for that purpose.
Kennebunk Gazette 1Office, Sept. 22,1827.

SAMUEE MENDUfl

0

'POL
¿Fl

OULD inform the Gentlemen of Kj
nebunk and its vicinity, that he k
taken the shop lately occupied by MrJaJ
L. Ross, where he carrys on the
ON TJ

W

Tailoring Busing

Sta
in a neat and fashionable manner. Th»
genes I
who may favor him with their custom
depend upon punctuality and his endeaviJ
to please.
Aid I i
Kennebunk, August 11, 1827.

ply tn ;
est in< í
gifted i
HE Subscribers would inform thosewl ¿el to I
havep
have promised E'AY in payment«'
Immediately, two smart, active tyouiYg JL
old debts, that it is wanted immediately, the ac
Jtl mtn to follow the businessfof peddling.
Attention to this m^y save trouble.
1 fortun
PORTER & HILLARD.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL fill ex :
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1827.
August 11,1827.
scendi]

EAY.

Wanted

T

HO

For ¿Sale.

rouse i

OS. G. MOODY Agent for the Protec
info hi
tion Insurance Company of Hartford, !
cileitt
on
Mousuffl
River,
in
M
Conn, offers to insure HOUSES, S PORES, i
cou?ty of York bounded as follot« •attain
MILLS, FACTORIES, BARNS and the
beginning twenty feet SoutheaJ To lot.
contents of each, together with every other
“ A fool I may be made, ’tis true*;
fromEujah Stevens house thence running!
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